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Indonesia

Both men tried to wipe the sleep from their
eyes, unable to fully comprehend what
they were witnessing. A 9-hour bus trip on
mountain roads had preceded the overnight
ferry crossing. Then, there were over 300
passengers laid shoulder to shoulder, trying
to sleep on the hard plastic surface of the
boat. Diesel fumes filled the hot humid air.
Their satellite phone rang.

would have slept. “The place where we were
supposed to have stayed, had our original
flights worked out, had been flattened by the
earthquake,” said Steve. “We would have been
under the rubble if we had arrived earlier. We
had viewed the ferry trip as being nearly unbearable, but God protected us by this delay.”

Steve and Bill helped set up a clinic with
a group of nuns, but the facility had no
Pastor Gary Kusunoki, director of Safe doctors. Using medical supplies they had
Harbor Ministries, was anxious to reach brought in for tsunami victims, Steve, Bill,
them. His previous attempts had failed. Their and other helpers began treating the woundfellowship at CC Rancho Santa Margarita ed. For several days, they tended to injuries
was worried about the reported earthquake ranging from concussions and fractures, to
Earthquake damage in Sibolga, located
and a possible tsunami. The men were en- severed limbs. Steve and Bill prayed with the
on the island of Nias.
suffering and with their families. A young
tering a horrifying scene of confusion.
boy arrived with three fingers and a thumb
“Immediately we were hit by the impact of severed. He cried when he saw Steve and Nias is primarily a Christian island of
what had happened,” continued Steve. A Bill—associating Caucasians with immuni- 700,000—70% Protestant, 20% Catholic,
house directly across the road from the dock zations. They prepared him for the doctor’s and a small population of about 50,000
Muslims. The people who live in Nias are
had been nearly flattened. A 9-year-old boy soon arrival.
often oppressed by surrounding Islamic
had been inside. “We joined in the search
and were able to get to a point where the A teacher was brought with head trauma and people groups.
bed could be seen; it was covered with rub- multiple fractures. She asked to call Steve
ble. Without any tools, it was impossible to “Brother” after they had prayed together. Safe Harbor Ministry is returning to Nias
investigate any further. Next door, a family Throughout the day, the teacher called for with a medical team and others to share the
her new brother in Christ. An Australian Good News of Jesus Christ, building upon
of five was trapped. One body was found.”
medical team identified those needing to be the relationships established by Bill and Steve
The arriving men found the pastor who had airlifted out. As more medical help arrived, who arrived “for such a time as this.”
planned to meet them at the ferry. His home Bill and Steve focused on food distribution.
was destroyed, but his family was still alive. Many were still homeless from the tsunami. www.safeharbor.us
Nearby, was the house where Bill and Steve The earthquake only made matters worse.
1-800-797-HOPE (4673)

“The place where we were supposed to have stayed, had our original
flights worked out, had been flattened by the earthquake.”
Safe Harbor team searching for a 9-year-old boy who was reported missing. His body was never found.

Missionary Steve Carr

Safe Harbor missionaries Steve Carr and Bill
Paquette were in Indonesia last month assessing the current needs after the deadly tsunami. Unable to secure air passage to a heavily
damaged area, the men traveled via ferry for
12 hours from Sumatra to the island of Nias.
Before they made landfall, an 8.7 earthquake
struck their destination.

Republic of Singapore transporting medical supplies.
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“As we approached land, we could see smoke plumes rising out of
the city of Gunungsitoli,” said Steve. “On board, the news moved
swiftly that an earthquake had occurred. Some cried, others wailed
with sorrow. Many simply stared at what lay ahead on the island.”

Downtown Sibolga, on the island of Nias, suffered heavy damage from the earthquake.
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